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Power In-Lock ™
“You can’t break when you can’t see!” Power In-Lock™
is a patented, electronic locking system that - unlike
traditional trailer locks - mounts on the inside of the
truck, trailer or container, making it impossible to see,
access, or tamper with from the outside. A keyless
system, it eliminates lost, stolen or damaged keys, or
compromised locks.
Power In-lock™ also goes beyond cargo security by

The Power In-Lock™ Difference:
• Internally mounted; lock cannot be
accessed or tampered with
• Keyless system
• Records and logs all door activity
• Telematics allows for electronic seal
verification

logging all door activity - open/closed, time, date,
and personnel. Additionally, the entire system can be
integrated with telematics to provide location, remote
locking/unlocking functions, and an electronic log of
all activity. Telematics also allows seal verification
electronically, which replaces wasteful disposable seals
and can even assist in regulatory compliance.

The proven solution for securing trucks,
trailers & containers.
Contact a Q Products Cargo Security Expert:
708-331-0094 or sales@qsales.com
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Power In-Lock™
Eliminates:

Compatible with Most Door Systems:

Lost/Missing Keys
Prevents logistic problems of key
management.

Refrigerated Trailer

Physical Access Problems
Alleviates problems such as dirt-filled,
frozen or corroded locks.

Internal Theft
Greatly reduces potential due to activity/
access logs.

Fraud
Renders false paperwork useless in
gaining access to cargo.

More Than Cargo Security:
Records and Logs all door activity. Power In-Lock™
can track all events such as door open/door closed,

Roll-Down

time and date of access, who accesses the cargo,
and more.
Allows electronic seal verification. Container
integrity can now be assured via the electronic
access log. This saves time and waste by
eliminating the need for disposable, tamperevident seals.
Helps assist with regulatory compliance. Power
In-Lock® was designed with regulatory legislation
- such as the Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA)
in mind. Power In-Lock™ provides effortless
monitoring and documentation to ensure against
tampering.

* US Patent Numbers: 7,059,159, 7,091,857,
and 7,501,946
Made in the USA

Patented*

Security is only as good as the structure of the door.
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